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Complete the next sentences. Use the words 
given:     doesn´t like / like / and / like / cooking 
/ likes / like / Do /  
1.- I _________ soccer and basketball. 
2.- My mother _______ cooking. 
3.- Mary ________ soda, but she _______ coffee. 
4.- Peter and Mario ________ Netflix ___ Facebook. 
5.- _____ you ______ cars? 

Write down in the gaps the correct auxiliary. 
Do / Does 
1.- ______ Mary take English classes? 
2.- ______ you have a car? 
3.- ______ your father have a new cellphone? 
4.- ______ he speak Spanish and English? 
5.- ______ Peter like dogs? 
6.- ______ you and your mates take Spanish? 
7.- ______ Monica take milk for lunch? 
8.- ______ your brother figure out English? 
9.- ______ you have a question? 
10.- ______ John have a dog? 

Write down in the gaps the correct auxiliary in 
negative form. 
don´t / doesn´t / Don´t / Doesn´t 
1.- Martha ________ have a  brother. 
2.- I _______ take English classes, 
3.- My sister ________ figure out the question. 
4.- George _________ speak English. 
5.- Sam and I ________ take the bus to school. 
6.- Jack _______ spell very good. 
7.- My mates __________  go to the gym. 
8. ______ you have a question?
9.- My uncle ________ practice basketball. 
10.- My friends ________ write down poems. 

Write down the sentences correctly. 
1.-  songs / don´t / I /  write /  
_______________________________________. 
2.- cousins / has / two / Kevin /  
_______________________________________. 

3.- a / sister / Does / your / have / car 
_______________________________________? 
4.- English / are / When /  classes / your /  
_______________________________________? 
5.- like / mother / My / doesn´t / Facebook. 
_______________________________________. 
6.- doesn´t / Jazz / Emma / music / like /  
_______________________________________. 

Cross out the words that don´t belong to the 
group of words. 
1.-Jazz Folk House Rock 
2.-Run Play Figure out Book 
3.-Spanish Brazil English Japanese 
4.-Pencil Dog Book Dictionary 
5.-Aunt Student Uncle Son 
6.- Come Happy Hungry Sad 
7.- Seven Twenty Thirsty Forty 
8.- Sun Friday Monday Sunday 

Answer the questions using the information given. 
a) I take my classes on Monday and Friday.
b) I have a question
c) Yes, he does.
d) I am from Canada
e) She likes cooking and TV Shows.
f) My name is Roberto.

1.- When do you take Spinnig classes? 
___________________________________. 
2.- What is your name? 
___________________________________. 
3.- Where are you from? 
___________________________________. 
4.- How do you say “tengo una pregunta”? 
___________________________________. 
5.- What does your mother like? 
___________________________________. 
6.- Does Luis have a big house? 
___________________________________. 
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I. Match the professions and occupations with the 
workplaces. 
1.- Nurse a) Library
2.- Dentist b) Post Office
3.- Lawyer c) Hospital
4.- Doctor d) Bank
5.- Teacher  e) Police Station
6.- Accountant f) Court House
7.- Pilot h) Clinic
8.- Librarian  i) School
9.- Police officer j) Airport
10.- Mailman  k) Hospital

II. Complete the table using the prior information.
Use the verb “work” 

Complete the next sentences. Write down in the 
gaps the missing word. 
1.- My mother _____ 45 years old. 
2.- A teacher _________ in a school. 
3.- I _______ two brothers and two sisters. 
4.- The students ________ the bus every day. 
5.- I usually ______ milk for lunch. 
6.- Samantha _______ a question. 
7.- Mario and Armando  ________ in Michigan. 
8.- _____ is my sister Lucy. 
9.- ______ are you from? 
10.- My father _______ English and French. 

Write down a short paragraph using the 
information given: 
1.- Name: Lucy        4.-Likes: cooking shows 
2.-Profession: Nurse     5.-Dislikes: Dogs 
3.-Workplace: Clinic 

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
____________________________________________. 

Unscramble the sentences. 
1.-English / mother /  Her / speaks /  
_____________________________________________
2.- is / The / difficult / homework /  
_____________________________________________
3.- complete / homework / have / I / to / my /  
_____________________________________________
4.- every day / you / bus /  Do / take / the /  
_____________________________________________
5.- a / works / She / in /  Court 
_____________________________________________ 

Write down in the gaps the correct form of the 
verbs. 
1.- She ______ three sisters. 
a) have b) has c) to have
2.- My father ______ a taxi to go to work. 
a) take b) takes c) to take
3.- ______ English isn´t difficult. 
a) Speak b) Speaks c) To speak
4.- Martha doesn´t ______ the questions. 
a) figure out b) fi
gures out c) to figure out
5.- _______ the correct answers. 
a) Underline b) Underlines   c) To underline
6.- In this activity you have to _____ your answers 
a) cross out b)crosses out    c) to cross out
7.- Pedro _____ to music every day. 
a) listen b) listens c) to listen
8.- Mr. Pereira _____ dogs and cars. 
a) like b) likes c) to like
9.- What do you _____ in the picture? 
a) see b) sees c) to see
10.- How do you ______ “casa” in English? 
a) say b) says c) to say

Correct answers: __________ Raw score:_____ 
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Complete the next sentences using the words 
given. 
Do last name your don´t He 
address speaks tired from old 

1.- Mary is ______________ Spain. 
2.- What is ______________ name? 
3.- __________ is from U.S.A. 
4.- What´s your ______________? 
5.- His ____________ is Martinez. 
6.- How ______ is your father? 
7.- I _______ like cats and veggies. 
8.- ______ you like pasta? 
9.- Monica _________ English and Spanish. 
10.- Sandra is _______, She worked a lot yesterday. 

Write down “a” “an” in the boxes. 
Each answer is worth .5 pts. 

umbrella lamp 
car airplane ticket 
magazine lipstick 
computer book 
orange back-pack 
pencil exam 
notebook soda 
eraser table 

Complete the next table. Write down the 
numbersEach answer is worth .5 pts. 

1 11 
2 12 
3 13 
4 14 
5 15 
6 16 
7 17 
8 18 
9 19 
10 20 

Match the words with the pictures. 
/ busy / cold / angry / hungry / happy 

Match the questions with their answers. 

1.-Do you like swimming?  a) Yes, I do
2.-How old is your mother? b) No, he 3.-doesn´t.
3.- What language does she speak?    c) She´s 45 years old. 
4.-Does Mrs. Johnson like cartoons?  d) She speaks English 
5.-Where are you from? e) Friday and Saturday
6.-What´s her name? f) Yes, we are.
7.-When are your Yoga classes? g) Yes, it is.
8.-Are you tired?  h) Her name is Sam.
9.-Is the exam difficult?  i) I am from Cuba.
10.- Does Peter like soda?  j) Yes, She does.

Underline the correct answer. 
1.- Peter _____ swimming. 
a) like b) likes c) to like
2.- My sister ______  books and music. 
a) like b) likes c) to like
3.- I ______ Netflix and Youtube. 
a) like b) likes c) to like
4.- My father _____ board games. 
a) don´t like    b) doesn´t likes c) doesn´t like.
5.- We ______ sports and shopping. 
a) don´t like    b) doesn´t likes c) doesn´t like.

Correct answers:_________. Raw score:_________ 
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